Minnesota Rules: Amendments and Additions
NOTICE: How to FollowState Agency Rulemaking in the State Register
The State Register is the official source, and only complete listing, for all state agency rulemaking in its various stages. State agencies
are required to publish notice of their rulemaking action in the State RegisterPublished every Monday, the State Register makes it easy to
follow and participate in the important rulemaking process. Approximately 75 state agencies have the authority to issue rules. Each agency
is assigned specific Minnesota Rule chapter numbers. Every odd-numbered year the Minnesota Rulesare published. This is a ten-volume
bound collection of all adopted rules in effect at the time. Supplements are published to update this set of rules. Proposed and adopted
emergency rules do not appear in this set because of their short-term nature, but are published in the State Register
Ifanagency seeks outside opinion before issuing new rules or rule amendments, it must publish a NOTICE OF INTENT TO SOLICIT
OUTSIDE OPINION in theOfficialNotices section of the State Register When rules are first drafted, state agencies publish them as
Proposed Rules,along with a notice of hearing, or notice of intent to adopt rules without a hearing in the case of noncontroversial rules.
This notice asks for comment on the rules as proposed. Proposed emergency rules and withdrawn proposed rules are also published in the
State RegisterAfter proposed rules have gone through the comment period, and have been rewritten into their final form, they again appear
in the State Register as Adopted Rules.These final adopted rules are not printed in their entirety in the State Register,only the changes
made since their publication as Proposed Rules. Tosee the full rule, as adopted and in effect, a person simply needs two issues of theState
Register, the issue the rule appeared in as proposed, and later as adopted. For a more detailed description of the rulemaking process, see the

Minnesota Guidebook to State Agency Services.
The State Register features partial and cumulative listings of rules in this section on the following schedule: issues 1-13 inclusive; issues
14-25 inclusive; issue 26, cumulative for issues 1-26; issues 27-38 inclusive; issue 39, cumulative for 1-39; issues 40-51 inclusive; and issue
52, cumulative for 1-52. An annual' subject matter index for rules appears in August. For copies of the State Register, a subscription, the
annual index, the Minnesota Rules or the Minnesota Guidebook to State Agency Services, contact the Print Communications Division, 117
University Avenue, St. Paul, MN 55155 (612) 297-3000 or toll-free in Minnesota 1-800-652-9747.

Issues 1-52 inclusive
Minnesota State Agricultural Society (Minnesota State Fair)
S.F l.1-.21;S.F2.1-.18;S.F3.l-.14(adopted)
1369
S.F 1.7; S.F 3.1; .2; .6; .11-13 (adopted changes)
1915
Agriculture Department
1505.2000-2070 (adopted)
494
1505.20 l0-.2 150 (proposed)
2259
1511.0100-0170 (proposed emergency)
982
1511.0100-0170 (adopted emergency)
1652
1511 .0l00-.0170 (emergency continued)
2896
1525.1110; .1410; .1470; .1510; .2020; .2320; .2330; .2390;
.2430; .2520; 1530.0740; .0750; .08 10 (proposed)
165
1525.0510; .0520; .0550; .1470; s.3; .2030; .2040; .2050;
.2060; .2070; .2090; .2100; .2110; .2120; .2130; .2140;
.2150; .2160; .2170; .2180; .2190; .2200; .2210; .2220;
.2230; .2240; .2250; .2260; .2270; .2280 .2290
(proposed repealer)
165
1525.1110; .1410; .1470; .1510; .2020; .2320; .2330; .2390;
.2430; .2520; 1530.0740; .0750; .08 10 (adopted) ... 980 and 1107
1525.0510; .0520; .0550; .1470 s.3; .2030; .2040; .2050;
.2060; .2070; .2090; .2100; .2110; .2120; .2130; .2140;
.2150; 2160; .2170; .2180; .2190; .2200; .2210; .2220;
.2230; .2240; .2250; .2260; .2270; .2280;
.2290 (repealed)
980 and 1107
1547.0001-0112 (adopted)
38
1556.0l00-.0170 (proposed)
2267
1556.0100-0170 (adopted)
2896
Animal Health Board
1700.2700; 1715.0760 (adopted)
Chapters 1700, 1705, 1715, 1720 (Instructions to Revisor)
1710.0350-0540 (proposed removal of duplication and
footnotes)
1720.1330; .1390; .1400; .1410; .1420; .1430; .1440; .1450;
.1460; .1480; .1490; .1500; .1510; .1520; .1530; .1535;
.1537; .1538; .1540; .1542; .1545; .1546; .1550; .1555;
.1560; 1570; .1575; .1576; .1578 (proposed)
1720.1330s.3; .1340; .1350; .1360; .1370; .1380; .1470;
.1580; .1590; .1600; .1610; .1620; .1630; .1640; .1650;
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173
1847
1847

1847

1847
.1660; .1670 (proposed repealer)
Chapters 1700, 1705, 1715, 1720 (Instructions to Revisor) . 2859
1710.0350-0540 (proposed removal of duplication and
footnotes)
2859
1720.1330; .1390; .1400; .1410; .1420; .1430; .1440; .1450;
.1460; .1480; .1490; .1500; .1510; .1520; .1530; .1535;
.1537; .1538; .1540; .1542; .1545; .1546; .1550; .1555; .1560;
.1570; .1575; .1576; .1578 (adopted)
2859
1720.1330s.3; .1340; .1350; .1360; .1370; .1380; .1470;
.1580; .1590; .1600; .1610; .1620; .1630; .1640; .1650;
.1660; .1670 (repealed)
2859
Assessors Board
1950.1000-1090 (proposed)
2032
1950.0100; .0200 (proposed repealer)
2032
1950.1000-1090 (adopted)
2751
1950.0100; .0200 (repealed)
2751
Attorney General
1376
2010.0300; .0500; .9915; .9940; .9960 (adopted)
Barber Examiners Board
2100.0100; .0200; .0300; .0500; .0600; .0900; .1000; .1200;
.1300; .1400; .1500; .2500; .2600; .2700; .2900; 3200; .4500;
.5000; .5100; .5400; .5600; .5700; .6000; .6100; .7700;
.8100; 9300 (proposed)
640
2100.0400; 1600; .2800; .4300; .4400; .5200 s.3, 4; .6500;
640
.7200; .7300; .7400; .7500; .8300 (proposed repealer)
2100.0100; .0200; .0300; .0500; .0600; .0900; .1000; .1200;
.1300; .1400; .1500; .2500; .2600; .2700; .2900; .3200; .4500;
.5000; .5100; .5400; .5600; .5700; .6000; .6100; .7700; .8100;
.9300 (adopted)
1916
2100.0400; .1600; .2800; .4300; .4400; .5200 s.3,4; .6500;
.7200; .7300; .7400; .7500; .8300 (repealed)
1916
Boxing Board
2200.0600; .0800; .1000; .1200; .1900; .2000; .3200; .3410;
.3800; .3900; .4100; .4200; .5310; .5411; .6200; .6900, .7300;
.7400;. 8100; .8300; 2205.0100; .0200; .0300; .0400; .0500;
.0600; .0700; .0800; .0900; .1000; .1100; .1200; .1300; .1400;
.1500 (adopted)
2932
2200.3400; .5300 (repealed)
2932
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Commerce Department

2640.0100; .1100; .1700; .3300; .3500; .4100; .5100;
.5200; .5500;.5600;.6000; .6700; .6800; .6900; .7000;
.8200; .8900; .9200 (adopted)
2640.0100 s.7 (repealed)
2655.0700-. 1300 (proposed)
2655.0700-. 1300 (adopted)
2660.0010-0110 (proposed)
2675.0901; .2170; .2600 (proposed)
2675.2610 s.2 (proposed repealer)
2675.6400 (proposed)
2675.6400 (proposed)
2675.6400 (withdrawn)
2755.0400 (proposed)
2755.0400 (adopted)
2780.992 I (proposed)
2780.9921 (proposed repealer)
2783.0060 (adopted)
2790.0200 (proposed repealer)
2790.0200 (repealed)
2790.1750-1751; .2200 (proposed)
2790.1750-1751; .2200 (adopted)
2820.0010; .1350-1353; .2700-2703; .4700(proposed) .
2875.01 15; .0116; .3500; .3531-3533 (proposed)
2875.0145; .0146; .0150; .0160; .0170; .0180; .0400; .0410;
.0960; .1010; .3030; .3050; .7100 (proposed)
2875.3500 s.4 (proposed repealer)
2875.0115; .0116; .3500; .3531-3533 (adopted)
2875.3500 s.4 (repealed)
2890.0010; .0060; .0130 (adopted)

1056
1056
691
2824
696
2479
2479
689
2480
975
1175
2551
688
688
1774
335
1378
335
1378
2416
119
2792
119
1379
1379
496

Corrections Department

2910.1100; .1300; .6300 (proposed)
2910.1100; .1300; .6300 (adopted)

1679
2982

Jobs&Training Department

3300.0 100; .0200; .0400; .0500; .0601 (adopted)
3300.0500 s.2 (repealed)
3310.0400; .0500; 3315.0200 s.2,3,4; .1100 sI; .3400 sI;
.6200 s.2 (repealed)
3315.0100; .0200-0202; .0210; .0300; .0400; .0500; .0600;
.0810; .0915; .1000; .1100; .1200; .1301; 1310; .1315;
.1400; .1500; .1600; .1650; .1700; .1800; .1900; .2010;
.2100; .2200; .2410; .2610; .2700; .2750; .2810; .3210;
.3220; .3600; .3700; .3800; .4100; .5100;
.6100 (adopted)
3315.0300-6200 s.1 (renumbered)

932
932
1057

1057
1057

Education Department

S

3500.0550 (proposed)
3500.0550 (adopted)
3500.07 10 (proposed)
3500.0700 (proposed repealer)
3500.07 10 (adopted)
3500.0700 (repealed)
3500. 1090; .1100; .1150; .1600; .1900; .2000;
.2110 (proposed)
3500.1090; .1100; .1150; .1600; .1900; .2000;
.2110 (proposed)
3500.1400; .3700 (adopted)
3500.3700 (withdrawn proposed)
35 15.5700; .7200 (overlap period repealer)
3515.8400-8800; .9000 (proposed repealer overlay period)
3515.8400-8800; .9000 (repealed overlay period)
(CITE 13 S.R. 3023)

800
2859
77
77
2684
2684
1719
2271
1860
1851
1048
254
1238

3520.0200; .0300; .0400; .1000; .1200; .1800; .2400;
.3000; .3680; .3700; .3701; .3801; .3802; .3900; .4001;
.4100; .4201; .4301; .4400; .4500; .4510; .4531; .4540;
.4550; .4560; .4570; .4600; .4610; .4620; .4630; .4640;
.4650; .4670; .4680; .4701; .4711; .4720; .4731; .4741;
.4750; .4761; .4801; .4811; .4831; .4840; .4850; .4900;
.4910; .4930; .4980; .5000; .5010; .5111; .5120; .5141;
.5151; .5160; .5171; .5180; .5190; .5200; .5220; .5230;
.5300; .5310; .5330; .5340; .5361; .5370; .5380; .5401;
.5450; .5461; .5471; .5481; .5490; .5510; .5520; .5531;
.5551; .5560; .5570; .5580; .5600; .5611; .5700; .5710;
.5900; .5910; .5920 (proposed)
5and 705
3520.0500; .0700; .0800; .0900; .1100; .1700; .1900;
.2000; .2 100; .2200; .2300; .3700 s.2,3; .3800; .4000;
4100 s.4; .4200; .42 10; .4220; .4230; .4240; .4250;
.4260; .4300; .4510 s.l,2; .4520; .4530; .4580;
.4600 s.2,3,4,5; .4610 s.3,4; .4660; .4690; .4700; .4710;
.4730; .4740; .4760; .4770; .4800; .48 10; .4820: .4830;
.4850 s.2,4; .4860; .4870; .4900 s.l,2,3,4,5,8,9,l0;
.4920; .4940; .4950; .4960; .4970; .4990; .5020,.5100;
.5110; .5130; .5140; .5150;.5170; .5200 s.5; .5210;
.5300 s.2; .5320; .5350; .5360; .5400; .5410; .5420;
.5430; .5440; .5450 s.2; .5460; .5470; .5480; .5530;
.5540; .5550; .5580 s.3; .5610; .5800
(proposed repealer)
5and 705
3520.0200; .0300; .0400; .0800; .1000; .1200; .1800; .2400;
.3000; .3680; .3700; .3701; .3801; .3802; .3900; .4001;
.4100; .4201; .4301; .4400; .4500; .4510; .4531; .4540;
.4550;.4560; .4570; .4600; .4610; .4620; .4630; .4640;
.4650; .4670; .4680; .4701; .4711; .4720; .4731; .4741;
.4750; .4761; .4801; .4811; .4831; .4840; .4850; .4900;
.4910; .4930; .4980; .5000; .5010; .5111; .5120; .5141;
.5151; .5160; .5171; .5180; .5190; .5200; .5220; .5230;
.5300; .5310; .5330; .5340; .5361; .5370; .5380; .5401;
.5450; .5461; .5471; .5481; .5490; .5500; .5510; .5520;
.5531;.5551; .5560; .5570; .5580; .5600; .5611; .5700;
.5710;5900; .5910; .5920 (withdrawn proposed)
1807
3520.0500; .0700; .0800 s.4; .0900; .1100; .1700; .1900;
.2000; .2100; .2200; .2300; .3700 s.2,3; .3800; .4000;
.4100 s.4; .4200; .4210; .4220; .4230; .4240; .4250; .4260;
.4300; .4510 s.l,2; .4520; .4530; .4580; .4600 s.2,3,4,5;
.4610 s.3,4; .4660; .4690; .4700; 4710; .4730; .4740;
.4760; .4770; .4800; .48 10; .4820; .4830; .4850 s.2,4;
.4860; .4870; .4890s.l-5,8-l0;.4920; .4950; .4960;
.4970; .4990; .5020; .5100; .5110; .5130; .5140; .5150;
.5170;.5200 s.5; .5210; .5300 s.2; .5320; .5350; .5360;
.5400; .5410; .5420; .5430; .5440; .5450 s.2; .5460;
.5470;.5480; .5530; .5540; .5550;.5580 s.3;
1807
.5610; .5800 (proposed repealer withdrawn)
3520.0200; .0300; .0400; .1000; .1200; .1800; .2400;
.3000; .3680; .3700; .3701; 3801; .3802; .3900; .4001;
.4100; .4201; .4301; .4400; .4500; .4510; .4531; .4540;
.4550; .4560; .4570; .4600; .4610; .4620; .4630; .4640;
.4650; .4670; .4680; .4701; .4711; .4720; .4731; .4741;
.4750; .4761; .4801; .4811; .4831; .4840; 4850; .4900;
.4910; .4930; .4980; .5000; .5010; .5111; .5120; 5141;
.5151; .5160; .5171; .5180; .5190; .5200; .5220; .5230;
.5300; .5310; .5330; .5340; .5361; .5370; .5380; .5401;
.5450; .5461; .5471; .5481; .5490; .5510; .5520; .5531;
.5551;.5560; .5570; .5580; .5600; .5611; .5700; .5710;
.5900; .59 10; .5920 (adopted)
1860
3520.0500; .0700; .0800; .0900; .1100; .1700; .1900;
.2000; .2 100; .2200; .2300; .3700 s.2,3; .3800; .4000;
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.4100 s.4; .4200; .42 10; .4220; .4230; .4240; .4250;
.4260; .4300; .4510 s.1,2; .4520; .4530; .4580; .4600 s.2-5;
.4610 s.3,4; .4660; .4690; .4700; .4710; .4730; .4740;
.4760; .4770; .4800; .4810; .4820; .4830; .4850 s.2,4;
.4860; .4870; .4900 s. 1-5,8-10; .4920; .4940; .4950;
.4960; .4970; .4990; .5020; .5100; .5110; .5130; .5140;
.5150; .5170; .5200 s.5;.5210; .5300 s.2; .5320;.5350;
.5360; .5400; .5410; .5420; .5430; .5440; .5450 s.2;
.5460; .5470; .5480; .5530;.5540;.5550;.5580 s.3;
.5610; .5800 (repealed)
1860
3525.0200; .0300; .0550; .0650; .0700; .0800; .1100; .1310;
.1550; .2310; .2325; .2330; .2335; .2350; .2430; .2440; .2445;
.2450; .2470; .2500; .2600; .2700; .2800; .2850; .2950; .3000;
.3100; .3150; .3300; .3400;.3500;.3600; .3700; .3800; .3900;
.4000; .4100; .4200; .4300; .4400; .4600; .4700 (proposed) 1960
3525.0200 s.9a; .1600; .2300; .2320; .2330 s.2-4; .2360;
.4800; .4900; .5000; .5100; .5200; .5300; .5400; .5500;
.5600; .5700;.5800; .5900; .6000; .6100; .6200; .6300;
.6400; .6500; .6600; .6700; .6800; .6900; .7000; .7 100;
.7200; .7300; .7400; .7500 (proposed repealer)
1960
3525.2600; .2700; and .2800 renumbered as 3525.2750;
.2550 and .2650 respectively (proposed renumbering)
1960
3560.0010; .0020; .0030; .0040; .0050;.0060;
.0070 (proposed)
1759
Arts School &Resource Center
3600.0010-0070 (adopted)
528
Vocational Technical Education Board
3700.0100; .0200; .0205; .0210; .0215;.0220; .0225; .0230;
.0235; .0240; .0245; .0250; .0255; .0260; .0265; .0270;
.0275; .0280; .0290 (proposed)
1048
3700.0205s.5,6(proposed repealer)
1048
3700.0100; .0200; .0205; .0210; .0215; .0220; .0225; .0230;
.0235; .0240; .0245; .0250; .0255; .0260; .0265; .0270;
.0275; .0280; .0290 (adopted)
2553
3700.0205 s.5 and 6 (repealed)
2553
3700.0376-0379; 3709.0230-0340 (proposed)
1904
3700.0376-0379; 3709.0230-0340 (adopted)
2629
3700.0100; .0200; .0205; .0210; .0215; .0220; .0225; .0230;
.0235; .0240; .0245; .0250; .0255; .0260; .0265; .0270;
.0275; .0280; .0290 (adopted)
2221
3700.0202 s.5,6 (repealed)
2221
3700.0376-.0379; 3709.0100-0220 (adopted)
2221
3700.0900-0903 (proposed)
254
3700.0900-0903 (adopted)
1238
3709.0100-0220 (proposed)
1143
3709.0230-0270 (proposed)
2279
3709.0230-.0270 (adopted)
3041
Electricity Board
3800.0900 (proposed)
648
3800.0900 (adopted)
1437
3800.3500; .3510; .3520;.3530; .3540;.3550;.3560;
.3570;.3580; .3590; .3600; .3610; .3620; .3630; .3640;
.3650; .3660; .3670; .3680; .3690; .3700; .3710; .3720;
.3730; .3740; .3750;.3760; .3770; .3780; .3790; .3800;
.3810; (proposed)
2128
3800.0200; .0300; .0400; .0500; .0600; .0700; .0800;
.0900; .1000; .1001; .1002; .1003; .1004; .1005; .1006;
.1100; .1200; .1300; .1400; .1500; .1600; .2700; .2800;
.2900; .3000; .3100 (proposed repealer)
2128
Renumber 3800.1700 to .3820; .1800 to .3830; .1900 to .3840;
.2000 to .3850; .2100 to .3860; .2200 to .3870; .2300 to .3880;
.2400 to .3890; .2500 to .3900; .2600 to .3910 (proposed
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renumbering)
2128
Energy Division-Public Service Department
4155.0100; .0110; .0120; .0130; .0135; .0145; .0155;
.0160; .0170 (adopted)
532 and 754
4155.0120 s.8,20; 0130 s.9, 12, 14; .0140;
.0180 (repealed)
532 and 754
Trade&Economic Development Department
4300.0100; .0200; .1100; .1101; .1200; .1400 (proposed) .... 1990
4300.0100 s.16 and 24 (proposed repealer)
1990
4310.8105; .8120; .8130; .8140; .8150; .8160 (proposed)
1996
4310.8100; .8110; .8130s.3-l2; .8170; .8180; .8190;
.8300 (proposed repealer)
1996
4310.8105; .8120; .8130; .8140; .8150;. 8160 (adopted)
2933
4310.8100; .8110; .8130 5.3-12; .8170; .8180; .8190; .8300
(repealed)
2933
Rural Development Board
4370.0010-..0080 (adopted)
130
Environmental Quality Board
4410.0200; .0400; .1000; .1100; .1300; .1700; .2000;
.2100; .2800; .3000; .3100; .3110; .3600; .3800; .4300;
.4400; .4600; .5000; .6000; .6200; .6300; .6400
(proposed)
440
4410.0200 s.66, 72, 74; .1700 s.8; .3100 s.3; .6100 s.2;
.6200 s.3; .6400 s.2 (proposed repealer)
440
4410.0200; .0400; .1000; .1100; .1300; .1700; .2000; .2100;
.2800; .3000; .3100; .3110; .3600; .3800; .4300; .4400; .4600;
.5000; .6000; .6200; .6300; .6400 (adopted)
2046
4410.0200 s.66, 72, 74; .1700 s.8; .3 100 s.3; .6100 s.2;
.6200 s.3; .6400 s.2 (repealed)
2046
4410.4300 s.7; .4400 s.24 (corrections to adopted rules)
2045
4410.0200; .0400; .1000; .1100; .1300; .1700; .2000;
.2100; .2800; .3000; .3100; .3110; .3600; .3800; .4300;
.4400; .4600; .5000; .6000; .6200; .6300; .6400 (adopted)
1437
4410.0200 s.66. 72, 74; .1700 s.8; .3100 s.3; .6100 s.2;
.6200 s.3; .6400 s.2 (repealed)
1437
4415.0010-0215 (proposed)
802
4415.0010-0215 (adopted)
2046
Health Department
4606.3300-3309 (adopted)
528
4606.3300-3309 (adopted)
568
4617.0002; .0060-0100 (proposed)
383
4617.0002; .0060; .0061; .0062; .0063; .0064; .0065; .0070;
.0075; .0080; .0085; .0090; .0095; .0100 (adopted)
1190
4617.0002; .0005; .0010; .0015; .0020; .0025; .0030; .0035;
.0037; .0040; .0042; .0043; .0044; .0045; .0046; .0047;
.0049; .0050; .0052; .0054; .0056; .0058; .0060;
.0061; .0062; .0063; .0064; .0065; .0075; .0080;
.0085; .0170; .0175; .0180 (proposed)
2503 and 2583
4625.2300; .5000 (proposed)
817
4625.2300; .5000 (adopted)
1652
4625.2401-7801 (proposed)
706
4625.2400-4900 (proposed repealer)
706
4625.2401-7801 (adopted)
2862
4625.2400-4900 (repealed)
2862
4630.2000 (proposed)
817
4630.2000 (adopted)
1652
4655.1070-. 1100 (proposed emergency)
130
4655.1070-. 1100 (proposed emergency)
260
4655.1070; .1072; .1074; .1076; .1078; .1080; .1082;
.1084; .1086; .1088; .1090; .1092; .1094; .1096; .1098;
.1100 (adopted emergency)
1270
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4670.2300 (proposed)
168
1057
4670.2300 (adopted)
1023
4670.4200; .42 10; .4220;.4230; .4240 (proposed)
1687
4670.4200; .42 10; .4220; .4230; .4240 (adopted)
4685.0100; .0805; .08 15; .0900; .0905; .0910; .0915; .0925;
.0930; .0935; .0940; .0950; .1910; .1940; .1950; .1980;
2482
.2100; .2250; .3300 (proposed)
2482
4685.3300 subparts 1, 2, 4, and 5 (proposed repealer)
4685.0100; .0805; .0815; .0900; .0905; .0910; .0915; .0925;
.0930; .0935; .0940; .0950; .1910; .1940; .1950; .1980; .2100;
2968
.2250; .3300 (proposed)
2968
4685.3300 s. 1,2,4, 5 (proposed repealer)
4685.0100; .1100; .1105; .1110; .1115; .1120; .1125; .1130;
.1700; .1900; .2100 (proposed)
2495
2495
4685.1800 (proposed repealer)
1722
4685.2800 (proposed)
2609
4685.2800 (adopted)
2711
4690.0100; .8300 (proposed)
2743
4692.0010-0045 (proposed)
4720.0100; .0700; .0800; .1400; .1500; .1510; .3510;
1807
.3900 (proposed)
1807
4720.3900 s. 1-6 (proposed repealer)
4720.0100; .0700; .0800; .1400; .1500; .1510; .3510;
2824
.3900 (adopted)
2824
4720.3900 s. 1-6 (repealed)
975
4730.0500 (proposed)
1652
4730.0500 (adopted)
4740.01 00-.03 10 (proposed emergency)
602 and 754

Board of Social Work
4740.0 l00-.0300 (adopted emergency)
4740.0l00-.0300 (emergency extended)
4740.0100-.0170 (proposed)
4740.0 100-.0 170 (adopted)
4740.1010-. 1090 (proposed)
4740. 1010-. 1090 (adopted)

1381
2714
1079
2867
1079
2860

Higher Education Coordinating Board
4830.0100; .0400; .0600; .0700; .1552; .1555; .1560-1565;
.2600;4850.001l; .0014; .0016; .0017 (adopted)
4830.0600 s. I b-I d (repealed)

128
128

Housing Finance Agency
1264
4900.0010; .0610; .0630; .0640; .0660 (proposed)
2153
4900.0010; .0610; .0630; .0640; .0660 (adopted)
2749
4900.0010 (proposed)
1264
4900.0640 subpart 3 (proposed repealer)
2153
4900.0640 subpart 3 (adopted repealer)
2192
4900. 1340 (proposed)
2867
4900.1340 (adopted)
80
4900.1530-.l533; .1550; .1560; .1570 (proposed repealer) . .
932
4900.1530-1533; .1550; .1560: .1570 (repealed)
1984
4900.1920-. 1924 (proposed)
2685
4900.1920-. 1924 (adopted)

1432
577
1918
2194
2685
2671
1482
1482
2219
2219
1266
1266
1266
2552
2552
255

2981

Labor&Industry Department
2686
5220.2690; .2840 (adopted)
5221.0100; .0200; .0300; .0400; .0500; .0550; .0600; .0700;
.0800; .1000; .1100; .1200; .1210; .1220; .1300; .1500; .1600;
.1800; .1900; .1950; .2000; .2050; .2070; .2100; .2200; .2250;
.2300; .2400; .2500; .2600; .2650; .2700; .2750; .2800; .2900;
.3000; .3100; .3150; .3160; .3170; .3200; .3310 (proposed) 1524
1524
5221.0900; .1400 (proposed repealer)
5221.1000 s.7 proposed renumbering to 5221.0700 s.3 item C,
1524
subitems (1)-(20)
5221.0100; .0200; .0300; .0400; .0500; .0550; .0600; .0700;
.0800; .1000; .1100; .1200; .1210; .1220; .1300; .1500; .1600;
.1800; .1900; .1950; .2000; .2050; .2070; .2100; .2200; .2250;
.2300; .2400; .2500; .2600; .2650; .2700; .2750; .2800; .2900;
2609
.3000; .3100; .3150; .3160; .3170; .3200; .3310 (adopted)
2609
5221.0900; .1400 (repealed)
5221.1000 s.7 renumbered to 5221.0700 s.3 item C, subitems
2609
(1)-(20)
5225.0010; .0090; .0500; .0550;.0600; .0700; .0880;
I
.0900; .1000; .1200; .1350; .2100; .2200; .2400; .2500;
.2600; .2610; .3100; .3200; .3400; .3500; .4000; .4100;
.4200; .4300; .4400; .4500; .4600; .4700; .4800; .4900;
912
.5000;.5100; .5200; .9000 (proposed)
5225.0010; .0090; .0500; .0550; .0600; .0700; .0880; .0900;
.1000; .1200; .1350; .2100; .2200; .2400; .2500; .2600;
.2610; .3100; .3200; .3400; .3500; .4000; .4100; .4200;
.4300; .4400; .4500; .4600; .4700; .4800; .4900; .5000;
1917
.5100; .5200; .9000 (adopted)
5225.0800; .2000; .2500s. 1, 2; .2800 (proposed repealer) . 912
1917
5225.0800; .2000; .2500 s.1,2; .2800 (repealed)
2928
5230.0040; .0500; .0080; .0110; .0130 (proposed)
2928
5230.0110 s. 1 and s.2 (proposed repealer)

Marriage and Family Therapy Board

Human Rights Department
1899
2825

5000.0400; .0500; .0900; .2250 (proposed)
5000.0400; .0500; .0900; .2250 (adopted)

Occupational Safety and Health Review Board
5200.0500; .0600; .0610; .0620; .0680; .0700; .0800
(proposed)
5200.0500; .0600; .0610; .0620; .0680; .0700; .0800
(adopted)
5200.1105 (adopted)
5205.0010 (proposed)

(CITE13 SR. 3025)

5205.0010 (proposed)
5205.0010 (adopted)
5205.0010 (adopted)
5205.0010 (proposed)
5205.0010 (adopted)
5205.00 10 (proposed)
5206.0100; .0700; .0800; .1000 (proposed)
5206.0100 s.15,18; 5206.0300 s.4; 5206.1000 s.3
(proposed repealer)
5206.0100; .0700; .0800; .1000 (adopted)
5206.0100 s.15, 18; .0300 s.4; .1000 s.3 (repealed)
52 15.0700 s.1 (proposed renumbering)
5215.0710; .0720; .0750; .2530 s.6 (proposed repealer)
5215.0711; .0721; .0730; .2000; .2560; .5300; .6100
(proposed)
52 15.0700 s.1 (renumbered)
5215.0710; .0720; .0750; .2530 s.6 (repealed)
5215.0711; .0721; .0730; .2000; .2560; .5300;
.6100 (adopted)
5217.0010-.0280 (proposed repealer)

98
l73
2714

5300.0100-.0360 (proposed emergency)
5300.0100-.0360 (adopted emergency)
5300.0 100-0360 (emergency extended)

I

Mediation Services Bureau
1523
2868
660
122

5510.2410; .2905; .2915; .2930; .3005 (proposed)
5510.2410; .2905; .2915; .2930; .3005 (adopted)
5510.2810s.6; .2910; .3010; .3110 (proposed repealer)
5510.2810 subpart 6; .2910; .3010; .3110 (adopted repealer)
5520.0 100-0800 (proposed)
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5520.0100-.0800 (adopted)
2219
Metropolitan Council
5800.0010; .0020; .0030; .0040; .0050; .0060; .0070;
.0080; .0090; .0100; .0110; .0120; .0130; .0140;
.0150 (proposed)
1763
5700.0100-4100 (proposed repealer)
1763
5800.0010; .0020; .0030; .0040; .0050; .0060; .0070;
.0080; .0090; .0100; .0110; .0120; .0130; .0140;
.0150 (adopted)
2366
5700.0100-.4100 (repealed)
2366
Municipal Board
6000.3400 (adopted)
496
Natural Resources Department
6105.0900; 0910 (adopted)
38
6115.0060; .0065; .0080; .0120 (proposed)
1229
6115.0060; .0065; .0080; .0120 (proposed)
1680
6115.0060; .0065; .0080; .0120 (adopted)
2825
6115.0080 s.1 (proposed repealer)
1680
6115.0080 s.1 (repealed)
2825
6116.0010-0070 (proposed)
124
6116.0010-0070 (adopted)
1235
6120.2500; .2600; .2800; .3 100; .3200; .3300;
.3400; .3500; .3800; .3900 (proposed)
462
6120.0100-2100; .2500 s.4,6,18; .2700; .2900;
.3300 s.6; .3400 s.l; .3600; .3700; .3900 s.2
(proposed repealer)
462
6120.2500; .2600; .2800; .3100; .3200; .3300;
.3400; .3500; .3800; .3900 (adopted)
3029
6120.0100-2100; .2500 s.4,6,18; .2700; .2900;
.3300 s.6; .3400 si; .3600; .3700; .3900 s.2
(repealed)
3029
Nursing Home Administrator Licensure Board
6400.0600; .0700; .0800; .0900; .1300; .1400; .1700;
.1800; .1900; .2000; .2200; .2400; .2500 (proposed)
432
6400.2100; .2200 s.2; .2300; .2700; .2800 (proposed repealer) 432
6400.0600; .0700; .0800; .0900; .1300; .1400; .1700;
.1800; .1900; .2000; .2200; .2400; .2500; (adopted)
2686
6400.2100; .2200 s.2 .2300; .2700; .2800 (repealed)
2686
Optometry Board
6500.2000 (proposed)
1368
6500.2000 (adopted)
2933
6500.2000 (proposed republished)
1989
Pharmacy Board
6800.1150; .1300 (proposed)
738
6800.1150; .1300 (adopted)
1775
6800.2800 (proposed repealer)
738
6800.2800 (repealed)
1775
6800.9920-9931 (proposed)
2080
Podiatric Medicine Board
6900.0010; .0020; .0030;. .0160; .0200; .0210; .0250;
.0300; .0400 (adopted)
1237
6900.0250 (proposed)
1901
6900.0250 (adopted)
2687
6900.0300 s.6 (repealed)
1237
Pollution Control Agency
Chapters 7001 and 7005 (revisor's instructions)
1092
7001.0020-.3550; 7035.0300-.2875 (adopted)
1150
7001.0020; .1200; .1210; .1215; .1220; 7002.0020; .0100;
7005.0100; .0116; .0520; .1310; .1600; .2860; .2950; .2960;
.2990 (proposed)
1086
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7001 .0020; .0040; .0130; .0140; .0160; .0180;
.0190; .0725; .1020; .1030; .1080 (proposed)
1683
7001.0020; .0040; .0130; .0140; .0160; .0180; .0190; .0725;
.1020; .1030; .1080 (adopted)
2453
7001.0020; .1200; .1210; .1215; .1220; 7002.0020; .0100;
7005.0100; .0116; .0520; .1310; .1600; .2860; .2950; .2960;
.2990 (adopted)
2154
7001 .0150; .0560; .0650; .0730; 7045.0020; .0075; .0125;
.0127; .0135; .0214; .0365; .0450; .0458; .0478; .0552;
.0564; .0584; .1300; .1305; .1310; .1315; .1320; .1325;
.1330; .1350; .1355;.1360; .1380 (adopted)
1238
7001.0520; .0560; .0625; .0640; 7045.0020; .0135; .0452;
.0460; .0478; .0484; .0485; .0486; .0488; .0490;
.0492; .0502; .0506; .05 18; .0539; .0665 (proposed)
1724
7001.0520; .0560; .0625; .0640; .7045.0020; .0135; .0452;
.0460; .0478; .0484; .0485; .0486; .0488; .0490; .0492; .0502;
.0506; .0518; .0539; .0665 (adopted)
2761
7001.0560; .0580; .0650; .7045.0020; .0075; .0120; .0219;
.0292; .0452; .0478; .0490; .0498; .0528; .0556;.0564; .0584;
.0600; .0608; .0628; .0629 (adopted)
259
7001.0640; 7045.0 135; .0141; .0143; .0484; .0494;
.05 18 (adopted)
577
7001.0650; 7045.0065; .0125; .0371 (proposed)
2930
7002.0020 s.8 (proposed repealer)
1086
7002.0020 subpart 8 (repealed)
2154
7005.0100; .3020; .3030; .3040; .3050; .3060 (proposed)
1092
7500.0100; .3020; .3030; .3040; .3050; .3060 (adopted)
2153
7005.0100 s.9,lOa,44; .3030 s.3,4,14,15,16,17,18,19;
.3040 s.6 (proposed repealer)
1092
7005.0100 subparts 9, lOa, and 44; 7005.3030 subparts 3, 4,
14, 15, 16, 17, 18, and 19; 7005.3040 subpart 6 (repealed) 2153
7005.0390; .0400; .1850 s.8; Chapter 7002 (revisor's
instructions)
1086
7005.5010; .5015; .5020; .5025; .5030; .5035; .5040; .5045;
.5050;.5055;.5060; .5065; .5070; .5075; .5080; .5085; .5090;
.5095; .5100; .5105 (proposed)
2796
7035.0100; .0200; .0500; .0900; .1000; .1500; .2000;
.2100; .2200; .2300; .2400 (repealed)
1150
7042.0030 (adopted)
601
7042.0030 (proposed)
2750
7045.0528 s.9 (repealed)
259
7045.0020; .0075; .0528; .0628 (adopted)
259
7046.0020; .0031; .0040; .0050; .0070 (proposed)
925
7046.0020; .0031; .0040; .0050; .0070 (adopted)
1821
7047.0010-0070 (proposed)
2082 and 3042
7075.0409; .0411; .0428; .1010; .1020; .1030; .1040; .1050;
.1060; .1070; .1080; .1090; .1095 (emergency extended) ...
308
7075.0409; .0411; .0428; (proposed)
1181
7075.0409; .0411; .0428 (adopted)
2329
7075.1005; .1010; .1020; .1030; .1040; .1050; .1060;
.1070; .1080; .1090; (proposed)
1176
7075.1005; .1010; .1020; .1030; .1040; .1050; .1060; .1070;
.1080; .1090 (adopted)
2330
7075.1105; .1110; .1115; .1120; .1125; .1130; .1135; .1140;
.1145; .1150; .1155; .1160 (adopted)
1238
7075.1400-. 1530 (proposed)
338
7075.1400-1530 (adopted)
1822
7075.2505.; .2510; .2515; .2520; .2525; .2530; .2535; .2540;
.2545;.2550(proposed)
649
7075.2505; .2510; .2515; .2520; .2525; .2530; .2535;
.2540; .2545; .2550 (adopted)
1690
7076.OlOO-.0290 (adopted)
660
7080.0010; .0020; .0030; .0040; .0060; .0080; .0100; .0110;
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.0120; .0130; .0150; .0160; .0170; .0200; .0210 (proposed) .
232
7080.0020 s. 17, 22, 51; .0020; .0230; .0240
(proposed repealer)
232
7080.0010; .0020; .0030; .0040; .0060; .0080; .0100; .0110;
.0120; .0130; .0150; .0160; .0170; .0200; .0210 (adopted) .. 2752
7080.0020 s. 17, 22, 51; .0210 s. 8; .0220; .0230; .0240
(repealed)
2752
Psychology Board
7200.0100; .0400; .0500; .0600; .0800; .0900; .1000; .1100;
.1200; .1300; .1410; .1450; .1600; .1700; .1800; .2000;
.2600; .3000; .3200; .3500; .3510; .3605; .3610; .3620;
.3700; .3900; .4600; .4700; .4810; .4900; .5000; .5100;
.5200; .5300; .5400; .5600; .5700; .6000 (proposed)
876
7200.1400; .3600; .3800; .4800; 5200 s.6 (proposed repealer) . 876
7200.0100; .0400; .1300; .1450; .2000; .3900;
.4900 (proposed)
2041
7200.1400; .3600; .3800; .4800; .5200 s.6 (proposed repealer) 2041
Wade&Economic Development Department
7380.0100-.0130 (proposed)
745
7380.0100-.0130 (adopted)
1822
7380.0400; .0410; .0420; .0430; .0440; .0450; .0460; .0470;
.0480 (proposed)
654
7380.0400; .0410; .0420; .0430; .0440; .0450; .0470; .0480
(adopted)
2155
7380.0410; .0420; .0430; .0440; .0460; .0480 (proposed) .... 2216
7380.0420 s.3 (proposed repealer)
2216
7380.0500-.0582 (proposed)
742
7380.0500; .0530; .0560; .0570; .0580; .058 1;
.0582 (proposed)
2214
7380.0570 s.2,5(proposed repealer)
2214
7380.0600; .0630; .0700; .0730; .0740 (proposed)
1993
7380.0600-.0650 (proposed)
746
7380.0600-.0650 (adopted)
1922
746
7380.0700-.0780 (proposed)
7380.0700-.0780 (adopted)
1922
Public Safety Department
(see merit system rules 9575.0620) (proposed)
7406.0100; .0300; .0500; .0700 (proposed)
7406.0100; .0300; .0500; .0700 (adopted)
7406.0450 (proposed)
7406.0450 (adopted)
7410.2500; .2600; .2610; .2800 (adopted)
7414.0200; .0400; .1200 (proposed)
7414.0200; .0400; .1200 (adopted)
7505.0100; .0200; .0400; .0600; .0700; .1900;
.2700.-.3000 (adopted)
7505.0500; .0800-. 1800; .2000-2500 (repealed)
7510.3100-3280 (proposed)
7510.0200-0500; .1100-2500; .3000; .4100-4400;
.5100-5400 (proposed repealer)
7513.0100; .0200
7520.1000; .1100 (proposed)
7520.1000; .1100 (adopted)
7530.0010; .0020; .0030; .0040; .0050; .0060
(proposed emergency)
7530.0010; .0020; .0030; .0040; .0050; .0060
(proposed emergency)

1691

Public Service Department
7605.0010-.0080 (withdrawn proposed)
7605.0010-0080 (proposed)
7605.00 10-0080 (adopted)

1852
1855
2762

(CITE 13 S.R. 3027)

171
977
1733
344
2091
980
739
1448
661
661
2811
2811
2673
1044
1688
1276

7605.0l00-.0160 (proposed)
1232
7605.0100; .0110; .0120; .0130; .0140; .0150; .0160
2154
(adopted)
7640.0110; .0120; .0130; .0140; .0150; .0160; .0170;
.0180 (proposed)
2273
7640.0110 s. 10 (proposed repealer)
2273
7640.0110; .0120; .0130; .0140; .0150; .0160; .0170;
.0180 (adopted)
2982
7640.0110 s. 10 (repealed)
2982
7660.0010-0090 (withdrawn proposed)
1851
7660.0010-0090 (proposed)
1852
7660.0010-0090 (adopted)
2713
Public Utilities Commission
7815.0100; .0700; .0800; .0900; .1000; .1050; .1100;
.1200; .1400; .1500; .1600 (withdrawn)
1436
7817.0100; .0200; .0300; .0400; .0600.;
.0900 (proposed)
1185
7817.0100; .0200; .0300; .0400; .0600; .0900 (adopted)
2283
7825.2390; .2400; .2500; .2600; .2700; .2800; .2810; .2830;
.2900; .2910; .2920 (proposed)
2323
7825.2400 s.6,14; .2900 s.2,3,4; .3000 (proposed repealer) 2323
7840.1150 (proposed)
930
7840.1150 (adopted)
2282
Charitable Gambling Control Board
7860.0010; .0040; .0070; .0090; .0100; .0105; .0110; .0120;
.0130; .0140; .0150; .0160; .0170; .0180; .0200; .0210; .0220;
.0230; .0240; .0250; .0260; .0300; .0320; .0400; .0500; .0600;
.0700 (proposed)
2399
7860.0090 (proposed emergency)
662
7860.0090 (adopted emergency)
1437
7860.0100 s.2; .0230 si! (proposed repealer)
2399
Minnesota Racing Commission
7869.0100; 7870.0490; 7877.01 10; .0170; .0175;
7883.1060; 7884.0170; 7890.0100; .0140;
7891.0100; 7895.0100 (adopted)
38
7869.0100;.7873.0300; .0550; 7877.0110; .0120; .0160;
7883.0100; .0120; 7890.0140; 7892.0120; 7895.0100;
.0350; 7897.0100; 7899.0100 (proposed)
2209
7873.0300 s.4; 7890.0140 s.7-9 (proposed repealer)
220?
Revenue Department
8100.0100; .0200; .0300; . 0400; .0500;
.0600 (proposed)
2676
8100.0100 s.8,lO; .0600 s.5 (proposed repealer)
2676
8 100.0200; .0300 (adopted)
394
Secretary of State
8210.0200; .9910; .8230.4350 (adopted)
259
8250.0100; .0600; .l600-.1800; .9910; .9920 (adopted)
347
Reinvest in Minnesota (RIM) Reserve Program
8300.2500-2509 (proposed repealer)
746
8300.4500-5100 (proposed repealer)
746
109
8400.3000-. 3930 (proposed)
8400.3000-3930 (adopted)
1056
Teaching Board
8700.1910 (proposed)
2608
8700.2810; .7719 (proposed)
2603
8700.5200 (adopted)
753
Telecommunication Access for Communication-Impaired
Persons Board
2087
8775.0100-0080 (proposed)
8775.0100-0600 (proposed emergency)
497
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Transportation Department
1154
8800.2800 (adopted)
8850.6900-9050; 8855.0300-0850 (adopted)
38
7800.0100 s.2,9,10; .0300; .1200; .1300; .1900; .3500;
.3700-8200; 7805.1400-3600 (repealed)
38
Unlicensed Mental Health Service Providers Board
9000.0050-0200 (proposed emergency)
1102
9000.0050; .0100; .0110; .0120; .0130; .0140; .0160; .0190;
.0200 (proposed emergency)
2610 and 2688
9000.0050-0200 (adopted emergency)
1924
9000.0050-0200 (emergency continued)
2933
Waste Management Board (Pollution Control Agency)
9205.0600-0608 (proposed)
2198
9220.0900-.0935 (proposed)
565
9220.0900-.0935 (adopted)
2220
9230.0010-.0050 (proposed)
2196
Human Services Department
REVISOR INSTRUCTIONS (proposed)
911
REVISOR INSTRUCTIONS (adopted)
1448
9500.1070 subparts 4, 6, and 23 (proposed repealer)
2141
9500.1090; .1095; .1100; .1130 (proposed)
859
9500.1090; .1095; .1100 .1130 (adopted)
1689
9500.1100 (proposed)
2856
9500.1100 s .21a (proposed repealer)
859
9500.1100 s.21a (repealed)
1689
9500.1206; .1232; .1257; .1262; .1266 (proposed)
1028
9500.1206; .1232; .1257; .1262; 1266 (adopted) ... 1688 and 1735
9503.0005-.0170 (adopted)
173
2141
9505.0175; .0260; .0323 (proposed)
9505.0175; .0476-0491 (proposed)
215
9505.0175; .0476-0491 (adopted)
1439
9505.0275; .1693; .1696; .1699; .1701; .1703; .1706;
.1709; .1712; .1715; .1718; .1724; .1727; .1730; .1733;
.1736; .1739; .1742; .1745; .1748 (adopted)
1150
9505.1500-. 1690 (repealed)
1150
9505.0297; .0446 (proposed)
1224
9505.0297; .0446 (adopted)
1861
9505.0500; .0510; .0520; .0521; .0522; .0530; .0540
(proposed)
864
9505.0500; .0510; .0520; .0521; .0522; .0530;
.0540 (adopted)
1688
9505.2250; .2260; .2270; .2280; .2290; .2300; .23 10; .2320;
.2330; .2340; .2350; .2360; .2370; .2380 (repealed)
258
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9505.2390-2500 (adopted)
9505.5000; .5005; .5010; .5015; .5035; .5040; .5050;
.5055;.5060; .5065; .5070; .5075; .5080; .5090; .5096;
.5100; .5 105 (proposed)
9505.5000; .5005; .5010; .5015; .5035; .5040; .5050;
.5055;.5060;.5065;.5070; .5075; .5080; .5090;
.5096; .5100; .5105 (adopted)
9505.5095 (proposed repealer)
9505.5095 (repealed)
9525.0210; .0220; .0230; .0240; .0250; .0260; .0270;
.0280; .0290; .0300; .03 10; .0320; .0330; .0340; .0350;
.0360; .0370; .0380; .0390; .0400; .0410; .0420; .0430
(proposed repealer)
9525.0210-0430 (repealed)
9525.0215-0355 (proposed)
9525.0215-0355 (adopted)
9525.2000-2140 (proposed)
9525.2000-2140 (adopted)
9545.0510-0670 (repealed)
9549.0059; .0060 (adopted)
9560.0071-0102 (adopted)
9560.0070; .0080; .0090 (repealed)
9560.0210-0234 (adopted)
9560.0250; .0260; .0270; .0280; .0290; .0300 (repealed)
9560.0650-0656 (proposed)
9560.0650-0656 (adopted)
9560.0650 s.2 (proposed repealer)
9560.0650 s.2 (repealed)
9565.5000; .5010; .5020; .5025; .5030; .5040; .5050; .5060;
.5070; .5080; .5090; .5100; .5110; .5120; .5130; .5140;
.5150;.5160; .5170; .5180; .5190; .5200; .5210; .5220;
.5230; .5240 (proposed)
9565.5500;.5510; .5520 (proposed)
9575.0620 (proposed)
9575.0620 (adopted)
9575.1500 (proposed)
9575.1500 (adopted)
Workers' Compensation Court of Appeals
9800.0100; .0300; .0400; .0500; .0510; .0900; .1000;
.1100; .1400; .1500; .1600; .1710; .1720; .1800 (proposed)
9800.0500 s.2; .0600; .0900 s.4; .1300 (proposed repealer)
9800.0100; .0300; .0400; .0500; .0510; .0900; .1000; .1100;
.1400; .1500; .1600; .1710; .1720; .1800 (adopted)
9800.0500 s.2; .0600; .0900 s.4; .1300 (repealed)
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258
855
1688
855
1688

836
2446
836
2446
824
2439
173
130
529
529
303
303
731
1448
731
1448

2522
2543
170
1057
1031
1688

34
34
981
981

(CITE 13 S.R. 3028)

